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Kandao Studio provides an easy solution for VR-video/image stitching and VR 
real-time broadcasting. It can almost perfectly stitch the high-resolution and 
high-FPS materials from Kandao cameras. Kandao Studio simplifies the produc-
tion process of VR materials and makes your creation work more efficient. 
What's more, Kandao Studio improves the quality of VR materials and VR live 
with its powerful stitching algorithms and graphics processing technology.

Kandao Studio has three key modules including seamless stitching, live in 
real time and tools. They are described as below:

1.1 Function
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1.Product Introduction

Tool 

Select the time interval

Export files from the 
camera Export the files from the camera through network

Select the video fragment to export

Calibration 

Stitching 
quality 

Stitching 
mode

One-click 
adjustment

Preferred 
Distance

HW
Accerlertion

Output 
Setting

Image 
Toolkit

Fast mode

High quality mode

Depth Mode

2D

3D

Drone mode 

Defringe

Reverse 

Batch stitching the videos/images in queue

Improve the stabilization of video

Reduce image noise in stitched images/videos.

Combine time-lapse pictures into a video.

Color Correction

Resolution

Type 

Stitching Queue

Stabilization

Denoise 

Time-lapse

Automatic calibration

Stitching speed preferred 

Image quality preferred

The image or image channel that contains 
information relating to the distance of the surfaces of 
scene objects from a viewpoint.

Stitching the source files into common panoramic 
videos/images

Stitching the source files into 3D panoramic videos/images

Apply Optical Flow to fix the Zenith， only in [high quality 
mode]

Defringe the video/photo

The video/image/live can be upside-down.

Choose the preferred distance to decide what should be focused and which 
areas should be stitched in the best effect. Only in [fast mode]. 

It could make rendering more efficiently under better GPU. Only in [fast mode],

Only in [high quality mode] and [depth mode], it can fix 
the color banding problem

Adjust the video/image resolution, currently it supports 
maximum 8K * 8K

Video: mp4(H264/H265)，mov(ProRes);
Image:  jpg, png, tiff, dpx, exr(depth)

Stitc
h
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g



Set the live audio stream

Set the live stream address

Audio Source

Streaming URL
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The cameras available to connect

Refresh the camera list that can be connected 

Calibrate camera lens

Camera list

Refresh

Automatic Calibration

Video Type

Preferred Distance

Option

Live 
Streaming 
Setting

2D

3D

Stitching the source files into common panoramic 
videos/images

Adjust live resolution, currently the maximum is 4K * 4K

Set the live video encoding type

Set live video bit rate

Stitching the source files into 3D panoramic videos/images

Choose the preferred distance to decide what areas 
should be focused and stitched in the best effect

The video/image/live can be upside-down.

The field of view on live can be set as 180°.

The parameters of exposure compensation will be 
adjusted at a fixed time.

Reverse  

180° Live

Exposure 
Compensation

Resolution

Video Codec

Bitrate

Live

2.Hardware Requirement

CPU

Graphics Card

RAM

Hard Disk

Operation System

Graphic Drivers

Intel® Core™ i7 or the higher-level CPU
 Xeon processors：E5-2630V4 and above

At least 32 GB

NVIDIA GTX 1080 or better

At least 5 GB, SSD better

Windows 10

Items Recommended Configuration

Please download the latest graphics driver at 
http://www.geforce.cn/drivers

https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/geforce/

3K

2K

6K

4K

8K

resolution

Mode Fast

GPU

4G

2G

4G

4G

6G

CPU

16G

8G

16G

16G

24G

Fast+Acceleration

GPU

8G

6G

16G

8G

16G

CPU

8G

8G

16G

8G

24G

High Quality

GPU

6G

6G

6G

6G

8G

CPU

16G

16G

16G

16G

24G

Depth

GPU

6G

6G

6G

6G

-

CPU

24G

24G

32G

24G

-

Stitching requirement

Note: GPU-vRAM; CPU-RAM



Exporting files from the camera via Kandao Studio is currently only avail-
able for Obsidian S/R. Please make sure the camera and computer are 
connected to the same router/switch. After selecting the camera, click 
next, which is followed by selecting source footage.

Kandao Studio is only compatible with footage from the Obsidian camera. It is not 
recommended to modify the source footage prior to using it with Kandao Studio.

The source files will be identified automatically. You can click 
“Delete” or “Export” after selecting one or more files. And according 
to your needs, it can also create separate folder for each material. 

3.1.1  Source File Export

3.Directions for Use

3.1   Materials Stitching

3.1.1.1 Export Files from the Camera via Studio
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If you download footage from MicroSD cards directly, you can place 
the materials in different folders or in the same folder. Please follow the 
naming convention described below for both cases.

If the 6 materials (photos/videos) are in different folders, the folders must 
be named from 01 to 06 and be in the same path as shown below:

3.1.1.2 Export Files from SD cards

(1) Materials in Different Folders

The names of 6 files should remain in the same and the lens numbers in
the filename must match the folder names. The file naming format is 
xxxxxx_xx.mov (File Name_Lens Num.File Type), such as 
0003_20170324_154507_01.mp4. The file with ending number 01 must be in 
the folder named 01.

The file naming format is xxxxxx_xx.mov (Name_Lens Num.File Type), 
such as 0003_20170324_154507_01.mp4.

Saving the project file “kdproj” in the path as the folders can keep it 
effective when they are packed up and moved together.

(2) Materials in the Same Folders
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a)

b)

c)

a)



Kandao project would be saved as “kdproj” format. It can save your 
settings for next time.

When the source files are shot from one camera and in the same resolu-
tion, batch importing can be supported on one project by multi-selecting. 
If the footage was shot longer than 3 minutes, batch importing would help 
them link together after stitching completed.

The other related materials can be import by selecting one if they conform 
to the naming convention.

(1) New Project/Open Project 

Saving the project file “kdproj” in the path as the files can keep it effective 
when they are packed up and moved together.

3.1.2  Source Files Import

(2) Import Materials
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b) 



Automatic calibration could calibrate 6 camera lenses and optimize the 
stitching quality. After import source files, the initial step should be 
calibration.   Calibration can improve the problems such as black patch, 
misalignment, ghost etc. Complex scenes will need multiple runs of 
camera calibration. Using different stitching parameters/options does not 
affect calibration result. There is also [Reset] for calibration.

(1) Calibration 

In photography, angle of view describes the angular extent of a given 
scene that is imaged by a camera. As for 360 cameras, the main viewing 
angle is the main screen for VR viewers.
You can drag to adjust the main viewing angle. “Restore” can reset the 
screen angle.

(2) Adjust Main-angle

You can choose the start and the end by dragging the progress bar on 
the bottom. Drag the orange triangle on the timeline to preview different 
frames in a sequence. Mark IN and OUT to define the time duration that 
you plan to stitch, and the current interval in the Clip Editing will change 
accordingly.

(3) Define the Time Duration

3.1.3  Material Pre-setting
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In the right menu, you can adjust the material effect, including:

(1) Stitching quality: fast mode, high-quality mode and depth mode.

(2)  Stitching Mode: the 2D mono and 3D stereo.

3.1.4 Material Setting

Fast mode: Stitching speed priority. It requires low computer 
configuration for previewing.

High quality mode: Image quality priority. It will cost time for rendering.

Depth mode: The image or image channel that contains information 
relating to the distance of the surfaces of scene objects from a viewpoint. 
The object closer to the camera is lighter; the object further from the 
camera is darker. When the object is close to the camera, the depth mode 
footage output would be better than the high quality mode. The format of 
depth image is “.exr”.
There is also output “with depth” option, that images/videos will contain 
depth information. The 2D depth output would be top down viewing 
angle. The 3D image depth output would export a depth image at the 
same format, and video would have an inner depth video(viewing via 
Potplayer).
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a)  

b)  

c)  



(3) One-Click Adjustment:  including “Drone mode”(only [high quality mode]), 
      “Defringe” and “Reverse”.

Color Correction: Only available in [high quality mode] and [depth 
mode], it provides “weak”, “normal” and “strong” option to fix the color 
banding problem.

HW Acceleration: only [fast mode], hardware acceleration is the use of  
computer hardware to make rendering more efficiently. It requires 
better GPU.
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(4) 

Preferred Distance: Click on the arrow and then the slider will appear. 
Adjust the Preferred Distance by dragging the slider; (only [fast mode])

(5) 

(6) 



(1) Resolution: 8K maximum.

(2) Type

(3) Bitrates: 20-320mbps;

(5) Path: customized

(6) Click on “Stitch” to get the materials
       stitched;

(4) Name: customized 

3.1.5 Output Setting

3.1.6  Stitching Queue

Image: jpg，png，tiff，dpx，exr(depth)
Video: mp4(H264/H265)，mov(ProRes)

You can batch stitch by multi-selecting, while the source files should be shot 
from one camera and in the same resolution. Studio will link all your source 
files together after stitching completed. 
To avoid that, start your stitching queue for batch importing and exporting. 
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Complete the Settings above (3.1.4, 3.1.5).

Click on the "Queue" and the queue 
sidebar will appear.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Click on "Add to Queue" to add the 
current task to the queue. The param-
eters of tasks could not be adjusted 
except to delete and add it again.

Repeat the steps above if there are 
other files to stitch.

Click on "Start Queue" to stitch all the 
files in the queue.

3.1.7.1  Stabilization

3.1.7  Tools (on the top menu)

Select the materials that needs to stabilize, then click "Run" after setting the 
output path, and stabilize the materials in batch; 
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3.1.7.2 Denoise 

Reduce image noise in stitched images/videos. You can adjust the strength 
as you need. 

3.1.7.3  Time Lapse
Time lapse tool is used to combine time-lapses picture into a video. 
Now it could support jpg/png/tiff format. The framerate could be 1-60 
fps. The bitrate could be 10-320 mbps (default is recommended). 
Photo must have the same type and resolution. Click on the “Run” to 
get a time-lapse video.
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If you wish to remove the watermark for Live functionality, please contact 
a Kandao salesperson to purchase an activation key.

If your email address have registered, you can get studio key directly by 
email；

Attention ：one key only available on one computer；

Click top menu【Help】——【Activate】；(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

3.2.1 Activate 
3.2   Live Streaming

If your email address have not registered, you should type in camera 
S/N + PIN to get studio key by email；
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(1) Obsidian S/R：The camera and the computer should be connected to 
the same Gigabit Switch/Router via Ethernet cable；

(2)Obsidian GO：The camera should be connected to the computer via 
6 micro USB cables；

3.2.2 Camera connecting



It could only support Kandao Obsidian cameras now.

Click the camera list on the top left of the menu to select camera for Live.

3.2.3    Open Live Streaming and Select Camera
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The live effect can be tuned by setting parameters on the right menu，such 
as Automatic Calibration, Video Type, Preferred Distance; also Reverse, 180° 
Live and Exposure Compensation function;

Automatic Calibration: Click the button                        to calibrate; click the 
reset button to initialize the image/video parameters；

Video Type—Stitch Mode: Currently 2D and 3D splicing patterns are 
available;

Preferred Distance: Click on the value and then the slider will appear, by drag-
ging the slider and clicking the confirmation to adjust the Preferred Distance;

3.2.4 Live Streaming

(1)

(2)

(3)

Option: Reverse, 180° Live and Exposure Compensation. 
Reverse could make live be upside-down. 180° Live is left right 3D designed for 
better compatibility. The parameters of exposure compensation would be 
adjusted at a fixed time.

(4)
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Live Setting includes: Resolution, Video Codec, Bitrate, Audio Source, 
Streaming URL;

Resolution: Maximum 4K 

Video Codec: H264;

Bitrate: Support maximum 20 M;

Audio Source: Select the audio stream source;
Streaming URL: Set the live stream 
address，click on“Go Live” to push the 
video stream to the specified address.

3.2.5  Live Setting

When Live starts, 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 cannot be adjusted again. The main 
angle of Live can be adjusted by dragging screen. “Restore” can initialize 
the screen angle.

3.2.6 Go Live

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Option: Reverse, 180° Live and Exposure Compensation. 
Reverse could make live be upside-down. 180° Live is left right 3D designed 
for better compatibility. The parameters of exposure compensation would 
be adjusted at a fixed time.

(4)
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Click on the top menu【Help】——【Check for Updates】;

Find the new version, then click [Download] to Download the 
update package;

When the download is completed, please restart Kandao Studio to 
update. You can either restart now or wait until next start up. 

(1)

(2)

(3)

3.3   Update
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Do not close the process during the installation. Kandao Studio will 
automatically restart after completion.

(4)
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